Handpiece’s light is dual-wavelength

A 405 nm LED light turns caries red, restorative material yellow and healthy dentin green.

Universal composite ‘breakthrough’

Microscaled, well-defined spherical superstructures, composed of submicron glass: Here’s how it’s done.

Live dentistry in the Exhibit Hall

Five procedures are scheduled for today and Friday on the hall’s live-dentistry stage.

What type of denim are you?

Welcome to PDC2018, with more than 655 exhibiting booths to visit, 150 open sessions, five live dentistry presentations and up to 20 hours of C.E. credits.

Friday night: ‘PDC After Hours’

Enjoy drinks, snacks and a live dance band at the legendary Commodore Ballroom

Tickets ($25+GST) are available at registration for Friday’s PDC After Hours. The downtown venue opens at 8 p.m., but for early access, you can visit event-sponsor KaVo Kerr in the Exhibit Hall (booth Nos. 909, 911, 919, 1009, 1010, 1011 and 1109) to also pick up an exclusive invitation to the KaVo Kerr VIP Lounge.

The $25 ticket to PDC After Hours includes a drink, late-night snacks and all the live music you can dance to from the Famous Players Band, which is described as being “a group of insanely talented musicians who, collectively, change the way people experience live music.” It’s known in Vancouver as one of the area’s best live bands, and PDC organizers encourage you to join in on the fun to find out why.

The iconic Commodore Ballroom has been hosting musical events and other celebrations since 1929.

Vancouver casual takes on official status this year, with PDC organizers encouraging attendees to deck themselves out in their best-looking, best-feeling or just best-broken-in denim.

But don’t let the casual attire mislead you – there’s as much serious business and education as ever on the agenda.

Today and Friday, more than 265 exhibitors representing virtually every sector of the industry will be
IT’S SO SIMPLE TO ACHIEVE CONSISTENT CLINICAL IMAGES

- 8 Dental shooting modes – Easier, faster and more reproducible images
- Auto-cropping, smart focus and zoom
- Auto flash adjustment for true color
- 3.5 inch LED/LCD touchscreen – Works with exam gloves
- Water/chemical resistant – Essential for infection control in the office
- Ultra-lightweight body: approximately 1lb

EyeSpecial C-III
THE DENTAL CAMERA THAT MAKES IT EASY

Visit us at Booth 1203
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